
 

Great Date #1 
Saturday, July 14th 5:30-9 pm 
 
The Big 6 Essentials of Marriage #1 
“Nurturing Romance” 

How do you define romance? 

Do you think of flowers, chocolates, love songs, candlelit dinners, Valentine’s day, anniversaries, romance novels? 

What if this definition of romance speaks love to some people and is not altogether wrong, but shouldn’t be the 

whole definition.  

In Matthew 10:29-31 Jesus was preparing the disciples for Him being gone. When you first read these verses about 

birds and our numbered hairs you might wonder if this was really the important instructions He should be leaving 

them before His death. But the importance of this verse is that Jesus was letting them (and all of us) know that it 

wasn’t WHAT we knew about them, but THAT he knew them and He knew them specifically. The creator of the whole 

universe knows every detail of our lives – the good, the bad and the ugly – and He loves us and died for us anyway! 

So the point of this verse shows us that He knew them specifically, so that He could love them more intimately! 

Let us take a cue from Jesus’ example, challenge our definition of romance and redefine nurturing romance as 

getting to know your spouse specifically, so that you can love them more intimately.  When we define romance this 

way, it goes from feeling like an extra to becoming an essential to a thriving marriage! This takes being intentional 

about making time to spend time with each other regularly to know each other deeply and vulnerably. We all 

gravitate to where we feel known and where we are loved. The level of intimacy we have with our spouse is uniquely 

designed to be the deepest relationship we have apart from God. However, many times we spend more time 

investing in our job, children, hobbies, etc.. Our marriage falls off of the radar and doesn’t get the regular, intentional 

time it has to have to thrive. When we are too busy for investing time into our marriage, then we are too busy! 

Remember, you are the only legitimate source of romance your spouse has access to.  

Questions:    When it comes to romance, why is knowing the uniquenesses of your spouse important? 

What are the obstacles to nurturing romance in your marriage? How can you compensate for these obstacles? 

What does nurturing romance look like at this stage of your marriage?  

How can you intentionally prioritize your marriage and commit to this plan of nurturing romance?   

CHALLENGE:   Be a student of your spouse. On your date, take your envelope and finish the statement on the 

piece of paper inside, “This is what I want you to know: ” After you each do this, please exchange them. Do this 

occasionally and keep them. 

Set a time that each week you can ask each other this question: “How can I make you feel more loved this 

week?” 
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Nurture Romance – Get to know your spouse 

specifically, so you can love them more 

intimately. 
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